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Legal aid is an attempt to help people who can not afford the legal field. Human rights (human rights) are rights that are universally recognized basic and inherent in human beings from birth. One of the principles of human rights is equal treatment before the law. Legal aid program for poor people who can not afford and is legally blind is relatively new in developing countries. With the regulation of the Legal Aid Act No. 16 In 2011 and SEMA No. 10 In 2010, the Court has a duty to achieve justice for those who are less able to seek justice. With the number of cases that go up to thousands of cases in the Religious and the existence of Malang Regency Legal Aid Post, researchers interested in examining the extent to which Legal Aid Post on the effectiveness in aiding the search for justice in resolving the case.

Research formulation problems are: a) How do the judges of the effectiveness of the role of Legal Aid Post in the Religious Malang? b) How do the views justice seekers in the role of Legal Aid Post in helping to resolve the case? The goal is to determine the effectiveness of the Legal Aid Post to seeking justice in helping to resolve cases in the Religious Malang.

This research uses an empirical study with a qualitative approach that is research based on the facts. In obtaining the data, the researcher uses observation, interviews, and documentation. And analysis method used is descriptive analysis.

Based on the research it is known that in the Religious Legal Aid Post Malang still has not been effective in helping to resolve the case, because Legal Aid Post only assist in the making of a lawsuit or the effectiveness of the application are obtained when Legal Aid Post also advocate for the parties in the trial and also measured by three substance there are sociology, philosophical, and juridical with the supporting factors that affect effectiveness of the law. And seeking justice Legal Aid Post very helpful in terms of making the lawsuit or petition, which for those who are unfamiliar or do not understand the law about the law and helping the process of bringing a case in the Religious. And the legal beneficiaries are entitled to legal assistance until the problem is solved or his case remains a criminal offense.